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UOP rips USC
But volleyballers still ranked no. 2
after decisively thrashing Trojans
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By Walter Wiebelhaus
SC•ff Writer

national championship
only a
ss
the feat displayed Suna
surp
the University of the Pacific
'-''•'""'"' team.
· th e
Tigers, ranked second m
before Sunday, struggled with
1 ranked USC TroJans for
s
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t
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Annu�l Wendy's Classic
at San
Joaqum Delta College. The
result of
the marat hon match
which was

Tachikara Poll

I. USC (14) 34_5
2 UOP (8) 38-5
3 UCLA (3) 30-6
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P 1 ayed in front of a standin
g-room-

rowd of over 3,200: UOP 3,

-

_____

The victory gave UOP the Wen
dy's Classic first place trophy for the
second time in as many years. In
1979, Pacific erased a 2-0 deficit as
they went on to defeat the UCLA
Bruin� in the championship match.
With their triumph over USC,
theTigers have a very real chance of
being the top ranked team in the
nation. That will be decided, though,
only by the voting AlAW (Association
for Intercolley;iate Athletics
for

UOP spiked its way to a 3-2 match victory over USC In the Wendy's Invitational
ournament last Sunday, denting the no. 1 Trojans' armor.
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Students nix unification, back Winter Term
By Marcia Peterson
Staff Writer

MANEr

ROMAN ART
RUBENS

Vice-President Hand

Cliff Hand
overv1ews
calendar
issue
•

By Stacey Ioppini
SC1ff Writ.,r

In what is proving to be the

complicated and controver
iss ue Pacific has dealt with this
the united calendar issue is
ching
its final
possible adoption.
Arrnrrlincr to Academic Vice
J. Hand, the
lilic:ati<>n wheels have been tur
since last spring.
Since that time, the President's
ission on the Future has
to
a recommendation
McCaffrey to establish a
calendar for UOP as soon
possible.
But before McCaffrey makes
final recommendation to the
of Regents Jan. 13, he will
into
consideration
the
of four rnajor
groups.
Representing
diversified
a
of university life, the unified
must be considered by
Exec utive Policy Committee,
Academic
the
Council,
rm.�·•--Relations Committee,
the ASUOP Board· of Superexpects that the recom
ut:noottioJn� from each of the
1115Pecti1o�P groups will be submit
by Dec. 15 at the latest.
However, there is a possibility
the Jan. 13th deadline could
extended until the following
if McCaffrey feels that

(See HAND, page 8)

Results of the unified calendar
survey evaluation conducted by
ASUOP Academic Affairs show that
38% of the students surveyed from
the schools and colleges at UOP favor
some kind of unified calendar. Ap
proximately 50% of the students
polled oppose it.
According to the survey, 67% of
the Elbert Covell students polled
disagree with the unified calendar
concept, the highest disapproval per
centage among the schools.
54% of the Conserv a torv stu
dents polled felt t he calendars should
be unified, making lhe musie st·hool
the largest supporter of cah·ndar
unification.
Also supporting unification were
freshman students, with 49% sup
port. "They (freshman) haven't ex
perienced Winter Term and really
don't know what it is all about," ex
plained
ASUOP
Vice-President
Kristin Almquist.
The other classes opposed calen
dar unific.ation in the following per
seniors-52%; juniorscentages:
55%; sophomores-54%.
There were also high percentages
of students who said they gave con
constituent
their
to
sideration
school's calendar in deciding to come
to UOP: C.O.l'.-56%; Covell-75%;
Pharmacy-75%;
Education-77%;
SBPA-55%; Engineering-65%.
When asked if they would take
classes in other schools if the calen
dars were unified, low percentages
seemed to indicate that, overall,

students would not cross-over, with
Covell the low at 14% and SBPA
following at 23%, in favoring cross
over.
However, 71% of Conservatory
of Music students said they would
take classes from other schools if the
calendars were unified.
All
the
constituent
schools
strongly opposed the abPlishment of
Winter Term; C.O.P.-92%; Covell94%; Conservatory-86%; Educa
tion-96%; SBPA-91 %; Engineer
ing-89%.

COPUS Research Director Pa1,1l
Kryder said that Winter Term "is not
the central issue"
of calendar
unification. Kryder went on to say
though Winter Term is important,
consideration of school cross-over in
taking classes should be the stronger
of the two issues.
Still, 88% of the students sur
veyed who are currently in 4-1-4
programs telt it is a valuable ex
perience, and 27% of the same group
said t ¥ would consider transferring
schools
if
the
calendars
were
changed.
The favor given to various calen
dar options ranks as follows; (l) 4-14, (2) traditional semester, (3) early
semester, (4) trimester, (5) quarter
system.
According to ASUOP President
Ron Pool, there is great concern
among student government that
Academic Council,whose recommen
dation went to President McCaffrey
yesterday, hasn't considered student
reaction and input enough in its
proposals. " More than a few students
need to let them know what we
want," he said.

students. representing their constituent colll'ges, at a figure proportionate to the enrollment of their schools.
Tht' numbers presented in the larger charts across from the individual school designations refer to column nercenlaie. For examole.
C.O.P. constitutes 26.4% of all those students polled who strongly
disagree with the statement. "I would favor an alt campus unified

I would favor an all campus unified calendar (by school or college)

Strongly

•

Odohcr. nn ·overwhdming majority
of UOP stud < nts oppose the nbolish
nwnt of Win!{'[ Tt·rm, while a small<•r
majorit� opposl' th<' impll'mentation
of unifi<•d aeadC'mit· calendars.
Thl' survl'V was hdd to aseertain
.tud<•nt opinio.n on the issue of calcn
·lar uniril·at ion and om• of its major
•

mplil·atiom.
Condudt'd among thC' Stm·kton
l'ampus rt'<Hkrship of the Pacifican,
70 rl'acll'rs. or I 8 % of tlw student
bOlh. r<'sponckd to the qul'stion,
"Sh;,uld tlw AC'ad<•mit· Cal<•ndars lw
unili<·d.'' and "Should Winter Term
lw dropped'?" Th(' questions ran on
the r ront pag<' of th<• Ot·t. 24
.
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12 8
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36 6
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33 3
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16 6
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55 0
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Disagree
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51 0
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I would take advantage of the opportunity to take classes in other constituent
schools if the calendar was unified {by school or college)

Students respond to Pacifican poll
According to an uns cit>ntific poll
condud<·d In the Pacifican in lah

calendar.
The percentage• horizontal to the Column Total represents the
students who responded to the column answer. For Instance. 31.3% of
all students polled strongly dbagru with the ltatement referring 10 a�
proval of the all campus unified calendar.
·rhe percentages presentea in thl! smaller charts refer to the individual school responses. For example. 51.0% of the C.O.P students
polled agree with the all campus unified calendar.

The statbHcs preunted below are tht' results of a survey involving

404 randomly selected UOP students. The survey was distributed to

Pacifican, with imtrudions to mail
n•pli<·� to tlw Pacifican orriC'cs.
Of the students who replied to
th,, que�tion of calendar unification,
31% statl'd that the calen dars should
h<• unifi<•d, while 69 % opposed the
nwasure. Thr<'<' students wrote the
mc•ssagC'. "Not at th<• Pxpens<' of Win
t<•r Tl'rm" on thC'ir reply for ms.

In rcspmis<' to tht• qm•stion,
"Should Wint<·r Trrm be dropp<•d?"
one• student of the 70, Jj}r 1.4 %, said
hr
should
Tl'rm
Winter
that
abolish<'<!. The rC'maining stud<•nts,
91Ui %, favored W mter TNm. Om•
stud<·nt ""rote on a reply t•anl.
"Cod Forbid" (dropping Winter
T<·rrn).
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orne d e a n s g i ve their views on the calen d ar questi o n an d its imp l icat i ons
By Bobi Bloom and Amy Toller
St•ff Writen

in
title•

One of the main advantages of a unified academic
dar is that all the constituent schools would be on
sa�e schedules, permitting greater student crossover
.
akt ng cla
sses from different schools simultaneously.
difever, the
deans of the constituent schools have
nt opinions
needs
their
suiting
best
ars
of the calend
the needs
of their students. Below, some of the deans
r their
ideas on the unified calendar issue.

f

Srnith: cross-over the real issue
d
The nive
rsity of the Pacific is one entity and shoul
U
the
of
accordingly,"
Dean
Smith,
said Reube n
duate Sch
ool.
"A unified calendar," he continued, "will allow
ents to p
or
articipate in any program offered by one
of the seven
d to
schools. If students are not allowe
as a
!take in the
courses of their choice, then we
lv�rsity
are not doing what is �t for them.
Crossing over students between schools and colle�es
e real heart of the issue, not Winte� Term, �h1�h
of the discussion appe ars to be occurmg over, sa1d
.
Srnith.
h:
Smit
lity,
e
qua
mic
f
1\ �rring to Winter Term's acade
.
W!nter Term
U there are problems with a few
.
.�·the solution is to just tighten them �P·
If we are to cont inue with the m1xed calendar

�

.

•

Reuben Smith
·

Roy Whitaker

schedules we are presently using," said Smith, "what
would prevent schools from offering classes already
taught in another school which might happen to be on a
different calendar?"
"This possible duplication of courses would lead to
both inefficient and expensive use of time and money,"
he said.
Whitelcer against unification
Largest of the constituent Schools, C.O.P. has an

Oscar Jarvis

Gaylon Caldwell

enrollment of 1623 students this fall.
Roy Whiteker, dean of the college, does not favor a
unified calendar. "I can't say I'd favor it if it would take
the 4-1-4 away from the college," he said.
" The 4-1-4 is best to serve C.O.P.'s needs," Whiteker
stated. "I hope most of the schools can adapt to the 4-1-4
calendar.''
Though he supports the idea of the unified calendar
in principle, a recent survey of C.O.P. faculty showed
that a majority of professors opposed u�iting the calen-

dars at the expense of the 4-l-4. Whiteker will base his
recommendation to the Executive Policy Committee on
the results of that survey.
However, Whiteker did say, "As part of a total un
dergraduate experience, a student needs to be able to take
classes in all schools."
Education: Which calendar is best?
The School of Education, also on the 4-l-4 calendar,
enrollment of approximately 385 students.
an
has

(See DEANS, page 8)
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Four weeks ago we said, "This school is in
for trouble."
Today we'll modify that statement.
This school is in for deep, deep trouble.
The problem is the question of academic
calendar unification. As can be seen by reading
the front and back pages of today's Pacifican,
this issue is doing everything but unifying the
campus.
Indeed, the problem of calendar
unification is driving more divisive wedges
between the constituent elements of UOP than
any other issue in recent memory.
The adStudent's don't want it.
So
ministration does. The faculty is divided.

who's going to win?
The way the wind's blowing right now,
some kind of unification seems imminent. Ac
cording to Academic Vice-President Clifford

Hand, the question isn't whether we should
have a unified calendar or not (thanks for
listening to student opinion, Cliff) but what
kind of calendar under which UOP should be
united (or divided, depending on your point of
view).
Hand has also stated that the primary pur
pose of unifying the calendars is to permit
greater crossover between the constituent
Accreditation and saving the school
schools.
money, not. to mention Winter Term, should be
secondary considerations.
If one puts on these blinders, he will almost
certainly agree that the calendars should be
unified. But the other issues stated are just as
important, if not more so.
Suppose this university does adopt a unified
calendar? It's very unlikely that the calendar
will be an innovative one, like the 4-1-4 or the
·

UOP volleyballers,
It's fourth down and goal-to-go on the 1
yard line with no time left on the clock. UOP
trails San Jose St. 27-23, and they have one play
left to salvage a victory. This after 3 passes
failed to score from the two yard line. Now a
San Jose penalty has given the Tigers one last
reprtve, one more chance for their first PCAA
victory in two years. UOP has the momentum,
and the cr<Jwd of some 14,000 fans is sensing
their home team's victory.
The offense sets for the play. It's a hand-off
to the tailback who goes up and over the middle
... and is stopped short of the end zone by San
Jose, sending the UOP football team to another
loss.

It is a scene all too familiar.
It's the fifth and final game in the cham
pionship match of the Wendy's Classic. USC
and UOP, the number 1 and 2 teams in the
nation, are dead locked at two games a piece.
The tension is high as the # 1 ranking could ride
on this final game. UOP holds serve, and with a
crowd of nearly 3000 pepple all on their feet,
screaming and urging their Tigers on to victory,
The Tigers have
begins to rack up points.
gained the momentum, and the fans smelL a vic
tory. Finally the set is up and the spike is
down... UOP has chalked up another victory in
beating USC to bring them to within a hair's
breath away from being the top ranked
volleyball team in the nation.
It is a scene becoming very familiar.

deserve special

Liskevych

For years now nearly all of the energy (not
to mention the money) of the UOP sports
program has been put into the major college
sports: football and basketball. And although
each has had their good seasons, both have
recently had to go through complete rebuilding
processes, from the coaching staffs to the
playing rosters. Players have become unhappy
and have quit or transferred for one reason or
another. There has been buzzing lately about
the firing of coaches and the switching of quar
terbacks in football, and the preponderance of
recruiting and lack of discipline in basketball.
Each team has fallen, somewhat, from ··the
limelight.
Amongst all of this turmoil and ind�cision
there is one UOP team that has risen above it all
to showcase the epitome of sportsmanship,
dedication and excellence in athletics-the
women's volleyball team.
True, both the football and basketball
teams ·have exhibited sportsmanship and
dedication along with occasional success, but
neither is a true winner. Coach Bob Toledo is
building a potentially good football program
with some fine young players, and Coach Dick
Fichtner's cage team is very steady, but neither
can compare with the volleyball powerhouse
coached by Taras Liskevych.
Liskevych can make 5 his lucky num
ber-by winning the national championship in
this, his fifth year at UOP-a task not out of

recogniti

rd ran ked
The me mb ers of the thi
a d to go out into
team in the nat ion h
funds that
the
mu nity and rai se
.
cha mp 1n�h,,.....,rv
the
the m to Illinois for
Hope fully this will not
December.

.
reach by any means.
.
over at UOP f1ve
tookWhen Liske vych
years ago, he was given a handful of dol lars and
a so-so program and told to turn it into a co�
hts
petitive team. But Liskevych overstepped
com
bounds. Not only has he accomplished

petitiveness, but also he has produ ced excelle n

IC'J���kJI

again this yea r.
No mat ter wh at hap pen s, Li
his Tigers wil l be bac k in the cha
ld come
this year, Dec . 10-13, and shou

ce - a real winner.
It started just four years ago when
Liskevych recruited this year's crop of outsta n
ding outgoing seniors: Nancy Lancaster, Patty
Berg, Judy Lee, Ann Pfanne r and Kim Mc
Donald ; and has continued throughout the past
three years with more outstanding players

top.

being brought in each year.
And Liskevy ch hasn't exactly had a bank's
payroll to work with. This year his program
has been "genero usly" given 71/2 tuition
scholarships to distribute among his 13 scholar
ship players (and this is up from the past years).
By comparison football has 71 full scholarships
and basketball 15 full scholarships.
Translated , this means the complete
scholarship expenditures for volleyball totals
around $42,500, while football has around
$675,000 and basketball about $135,000.
Something must change.
What makes it even worse is the fact that
last year, when the team won the NorCal
championship and worked their way into the
AlAW National Championships, there was no
money.

In realizing this, one migh t ask how
do it?
The a nswe r is simp le. Liskevych ...., ..a grou p of qual ity a thlet es, instilled in
intell igenc e, inten sity, and will to
mold ed them toget her as a team . The
have responded greatl y and become
volleyballers in the nation .
produc ed
has
Liskevy ch
America ns in the past two years.
other UOP athletes have earned this
the past 20 years?
We should not abolish football or
bal l, or a ny other sport for that m
eyes must be opened to the volleyball
which is on the brink of bringing
national championship- the first in
history.
Yes V irginia, there is a Sa nta C
he's finally going to b ring UOP
special for Christmas- a national cha
volleyball team.

Is the Board of Supervisors� fully using their c,onstituents' voices in calendar issue?

EditPr:
Students-qo you believe that
Board of Supervisors was to be sub
mitted this week cortsidering your
your voice is being heard by the
(the student) perspective on this issue.
University
of
the
Pacific
What happened to this proposal?
policymakers?
At this point, I believe that it is
Whether you believe so or not,
you are given the opportunity. The . important for us to consider the
responsibilities of the supervisors.
executive board of the Associated
First, the supervisor will go to the
Studf't•'-:. B(I.Jrd of Supervisors, is
scheduled Board of Supervisors
your
• ·1it:c to the administration,
meeting (which is open, by the way)
deans .•nd President.
I r�m �incerely concerned that
and be presented with information on
you are being cheated, or you are
currf'nt issues and or proposals.
Tlw -;upervisor will then return to
cheating yourselves. The very con
troversial issue pending, of course, is
his or her constituents, present this
the question of the unification of the
material and obtain student input.
Then, the supervisor takes this
UOP Stockton campus calendar.
A
recommendation
to
the
feedback to the next meeting and
President of the University from the
discusses his/her general constituents'

responses to the issue and ultimately
decides upon a policy or student per
spective recommendation.
On this certain isstle, (calendar
unification) all supervisors received a
17 page report on all calendar
unification options from the academ
office,
they
�c . . Vice-President's
1mhated a campus survey in which
they had an analysis of the beginning
of last week. They had met with their
constituents (you) to obtain
the
specific student input.
Were you there? If you were,
was your opinion expressed?
At this point comes the burden,
the assimilation of this information
and the determinationyf a stanc�.

Gun control editorial shot down
Editor:
Last Fridav an <'<litorial in th<•
Pacifican was fwadl inl'<l "Gun Con
trol Laws N<'<'<lt•d for Safetv of
Sto<· kton and U.S. Citizl'ns." · This
<'<litori;� I has St'V<'ra I ina<.·turades, thC'
most glaring lx·in� " ..... 24 p<'<>pl<• a
dav an• murd<•r<•d by handguns...."
Why is it that handguns <lf<' not
�h·<·n trials :md s<•nt to prison if found
guilty? R<•t·auSt' th<'y ar<' inanimat<•
ohj <·d s.
A hit furth<·r on, LRsli<• Shidds of
Handgun
Control,
In<.·. · wns
paraphraSt'<l <1s S<lyinfi!; that the
llnil<·d Stah•s h;ls as many haml�un

dc•alerships a!> gasoline stations.
Shic•lds is <•xaggerating on this
stat<•nwnt, just as she· did when
during th<• sp<'N:h she gave here a
month ago. sh<• said that 200,000
people a y<•ar are "killed" by han
dguns.
Al'<:ordinl!: to your own figures
the numb<•r is 9,000.
In tht• nt•xt t•olumn vou state that
buying a firearm is as t>asy as buying
gasolin<'. You tht'n go on to endorse
th<• Kl'nnt•dv-Rodino Bill. which will
(among
a· multitude
of
otht•r
bun•mat·ratil'
redundant
nnd

No stand was made. No recom
mendation was formulated.
Instead, the Board of Supervisors
decided to postpone a decision until
the other committees making a
recommendation (Academic Council
and Executive Policy Committee)
have established theirs, and then
formulate the student perspective
recommendation.
I view this as the burden of the
President, and Board of R egents
The Board of Supervisors represents
you, not the faculty or Academic
Council or the Administrators on the
Executive Policy Committee.
Upon this specific proposal,
whose voice will be heard?
NOT

for .threatening freedoms

regulations) require a I S day waiting
rx·riod on the purchase of firearms
and the examination of the pur
c:haS('r's
ret•ords
beforl'
taking
pmo;1•ssion of said fin•arm.
If you will take the time to check
your facts. you will find that the 15
day waiting period and the records
examinations are already in effect.
Yet violent crimes are increasing.
Recently in Massa<:husetts, an
anti-handgun bill was put into effect.
The proponents of the bill have called
it a great success, yet people are being
robbed, raped, mugged, and mur
dered in unprecedented numbers

greater numbers than before thr bill
was put into effect.
As long as we pursue simplistic
solutions to crime (such as handgun
control), we will be ignoring the n·al
problem- crime itself.
Benjamin Franklin ont•c said
"Those who would give up csltentia
liberty to purchase a little temporarv
safety deserve neithrr lil)('rty n<)r
safety."

i

Chris Mondo
Junior, C.O.P.

_

In last VI .oek's newspaper, several
issues arisin� from "Flesh Gordon,"
a
special 1- SUOP Cinema presen
tation, were ·aised.
References were made to our
falsely advertising the film being
.rated as an MPAA "X." The only ad
vertisement to that effect was ·a short
mention at the end of the preview reel
that we had been screening for the
:past several weeks.
The reason why we used that
preview is because a preview with an

MPAA "R" rating shown at the end
was never made. The only other
alternative was no preview at alL
The question may then be raised,
"Why didn't you edit out.the last few
seconds?" When �e rent films (such
as "Flesh Gordon"), we are not
allowed to edit any of the actual
footage of the film other than to at
tach previews to cartoons and car
toons to main features.
To do otherwise would damage
the quality and lifespan of the
print...not to mention that we would
be billed for the replacement cost of

the footage damaged.
Also, the letter stated that
.....due to extra editing, the film '
duration was only 45 minutes." The
total run time of the film was one
hour, twenty minutes.
,
In addition, comparing the R
.
versiOn to the X on a time basis on)
y
about 12 minutes were edited o t.
J:s for the issue of "the school:
makang the moral decision of
it
stud�nts, I think that students shou
l
be gaven the choice, as they were .
n
"Flesh Gordon" whether or not
th
would attend such a presentation.
Y

�

�

J
�

of this issue.
Along the line some\'
are being cheated.
Jill Moore
Director of Academic
ASUOP

:\ffa1rl

Is there an analogy here?

Editor:
I would like to tell a story.
One day at the Gates of Heav en
Mrs Hitle� and Mrs. theiH un wer
:
talkmg; neJther could rnter until they
explaine? wha t exactly went wron
g
WJth their sons. The essence of
their
conversation was this:
They both agreed that thei
r sons
had done some fair ly nas
ty things.
They also both agreed tha
t their son s
had alw ays been "Such
nice boys"
·
whatever encouraged
dear littl
Adolf and dear little
Attila to go
astray?
The women worried
and fretted
and fretted and worrie
d but c
e up
with naught. It wa s
?
not thear au lt
nor
their
.
husbands
nor
the1r

�

f

KacenKom,
Steve R .1ach
"lew3 Editor

�

�omelite; mayb e, they
JUst the crowd thev ran
"Yes, that must ·be it."
curred, "you know ho\\
carrie d away in groups!"
To make a long
w ere admitted. Even
know.that groups are onl)
of ind ivid ual s.
Therefore, it follows
of a group i the act of
divi dual , albeit the
necessarily true; o;o thr
weak excuse .
Hmmm, could this
very symbolic analogy?
·

!liE PACJFICAN
Patnck McD
ow ell

Sports E dttor

E ditor-in- C.h
ief

Kevin Bartram

Entertainmpnt E
ditor

ASUOP Cinema Director defends 1Fiesh Gordon' preview
Editor:

yours, the student .
It is now . your responsibility to
. ..
mahate. Approach your Super visor
an? �hallenge him/h er. Express your
opm10n and e phasize your right to
�
�
be consadered m the decision-making

Mike Allen

.,.

Hundreds of students attended
"Flesh Gordon" last week, and they
made such a choice. No one forced
them to go.
In addition, they paid $1 in ad
mission.
From those people that I talked
to who watched the film, all of them
were pleased with what they say,
And to me, that's one of the ways
can tell that I'm doing my job.
Sincerely,

i

Stevr Chan
ASUOP Cinema Director

Photograph Edited

Nora Tuncap

Prr: ducHon
Manager
_

G arry Silvey

Circulation

Manager
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apa Valley
B

C

y Gregg Goldman

at Davis, contribute to the ever
in
creasing quality of the wine
s.
Though wine has been grown in the
Napa Valley since the 1840's, it was
�ot until Count Agoston Haraszthy
mtroduced European varieties on
what is now the Buena Vista Winery,
around 1860 that the true history of
the area began.
From then on fine wine produc
tion started in the valley, expanded
mainly by growers experienced in
European methods.
Generic names of California
wines are usually adopted from the
European
wine
regions
that
originally cultivated them.
These
California
wines
burgundy,
chablis, rhine and sherry, for exam
ple, are made in most cases from
many different wine grapes.
The varieties and blending ratios
differ among wineries according to
the selection of each vintner, giving
them
similar
yet
distinct
per
sonalities.
On the other hand,
varietal wines are names for the prin-

l'tfan•ging Editor

growing areas of Nor
fh wineia, now among the
forn
ali
.0 the world. include some of
beautiful regions of the state
rnost1
to exp 1 ore.
sit
h vi or
Napa Valley, sheltered by
and
e hills and mountains,
County enjoy long spells of
eather and a rich and varied
the cultivation of
i at for

\h

:C

n

to them.

- wine tasting , fun

wineries have picturesque
ciatin� from the 19th ceo
Their tasting rooms and
offer views across the
landscapes
that wineries
Visitors will find
cover a good amount
VI·neyards
California, from MenCo unty in the north down to
Luis Obispo in the south.
by
the
research
Constant
and the Ecological Deparof the University of California

Wine Country

of Northern California

DATELINE
8nd beauty all in one day
I

wmes is one of their signatures of
ciple kind of grape used in the1r
qual
ity. The impressive Mission-style
production.
winery, with its paneled walls and
Some of the smaller wineries
smooth Spanish-tiled floors paving
produce boutique wines of superior
-long, cool corridors has become a
quality and limited distribution.
center for community events. 7801
Most of the "best" bottles never leave
St.
Helena Highway, Oakville. 10:00
the state, so the visitor many have a
a.m.-4:30 daily.
rare chance to taste these wines while
.....���
here.
The following is a Iist of the·
LOUIS MARTINI WINERY -Span
major wineries that can be found in
ning the 87 years of his life, Louis
the Napa Valley, along with the
Martini made striking achievements
hours
that
they
are
open.
in the field of winemaking. His first
Have fun tasting, and remember,
winery was built in Kingsburg during
if you taste too much, there are also
Prohibition, when he produced grape
hotels in the valley to sleep off that
concentrates,
sacramental,
and
happy feeling.
medicinal wines. By 1934 he had
built a second plant at St. Helena for
the production of dry wines, and sub
CflftiS'rr � ... •
BROTHER S- The
l.rtn .... ::: �
sequently moved all operations to the
Christan Brothers Winery is operated
Napa Valley plant in 19:40. Today
by a lay teaching order of the Roman
the vineyards arc still family owned
Catholic Church, who take vows of
and operated. Their vineyards now
poverty, chastity, and obedience and
include over 800 acres of fine grapes
dedicate their lives to educating
grown in the best locations. 254 S.
The
others in the community.
St. Helena Hwy., 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Brothers support thirteen schools on
daily.
the West Coast with their wine oper
ations. Wine makers since 1882 the
Brothers initiated their wine produc
FRANCISCAN- Within the spacious,
tion in the Napa Valley moving to
modern, Franciscan Winery located
are
Visitors
Mont La Salle in 1930.
on Highway 29 on the fringe of St.
always welcome by the Brothers, who
Helena, you will find the rewards of
have produced their wine with per
such an admonishment taken to heed.
2555
sonal dedication to quality.
The Franciscan Winery offers a
Main Hwy. 29. St. Helena, 10:30whole learning as well as wine tasting
4:30 daily.
experience. A leisurely, self-guided
tour is offered for all visitors to fully
explore for themselves all the phases
MONDA VI -Established of wine-making.
After your self
ROBERT
in 1966, stanJs as the leader in Napa guitlf'd tour, vou will walk through a
Valley winemaking. Approximately sunny, enclosed flower filled court
800 hundred acres span the rich yard beyond which lies the tasting
Mondavi Vineyards in Oakville room. Visit the Franciscan Winery
Yountville area.
The Mandavi's and explore for yourself the rich
believe in aging their wines in wood rewards of the process of pa�nt
in order to bring out the special aging. It's an opportunity well worth
flavor of the wine. This subtle touch experiencing.
1178 Galleron Rd,
of o<�;k which appears in all of their Rutherford. 10 a.m.-6 p.m. daily.
•

.

CORNERSTONE
KUOP AUCTION '80
KUOP is hostmg a funi:l-raising event,
auction '80 on December 2nd, 3rd,
and 4th from 7- ll p.m. On KUOP
91.3 FM.

r

like to invite you to
We would
participate in
Auction '80 by
donating a service or a product such
as baking a delicious dish, offering
tennis lessons, financial consultation,
a music or art lesson, a painting or a
product such as a gift certificate, a
plant or a good wine. Your donation
is tax deductible.

issue?

1f you would like to make a �onation
or are seeking more information, con
tact KUOP Ext. 2582.

If you can't make a donation you
might consider answering phones,

• Ra�tta•FM,.Il

II Dei�Y
• C.Momla
Grow.,.,

here?

3:

picking up auction item or c<?ntacting
.
businesses for poss1ble Clonahons.

CAYMUS-Caymus Vineyards was

established in 1972 by the Charles
Wagner family. The Wagner family
has many years of experience in both
viticulture and wine making, dating
back to the mid 1880s. The building
at Caymus are plain and functional
with none of the austerity found in
many wineries because good equip
ment and copperage are more im
portant to them. Each wine is 100%
of the variety named. 8700 Conn
Creek Road, Rutherford, Tasting by
appointment, case sales only. (707)
963-4204.

NICHELINI

VINEYARDS-Jimmy

Nick is a colorful man who possesess
a hearty laugh and outlook on life.
He takes pride in making fine vin
tages
of
Chenin
Blanc,
and
Sauvignon Vert.
The winery was
founded in 1980 by Antone Nichelini,

Nichelini
Jim's
grandfather,
Vineyards still has the only Roman
Press in the Western Hemisphere.
2349 Lower Chiles Rd., Rutherford.
10 a.m. - 6 p.m. Saturday and Sun
day.
HANNS KORNELL CHAMPAGNE
CELLERS-This
is
the
third

generation of a family of fine wines
and Champagne makers from Mainz.
Hanns Kornell bought his oresent
winery on Larkmead Lane in 1958,
where through his great' knowledge
and dedication to producing fine
champagne. Today, his champagne
cellers contain over one and a half
million bottles of these international
award winning champagnes. Since
1959 champagne sales have shot up
apporximately 600%.
Sparkling
wines are now pop�lar for all oc
casions. 1091 Larkmead Lane, St.
Helena 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. daily.

FINANCIAL AID INFORMATION MEETINGS
AT THE UNIVERSITY CENTER THEATER
MEETINGS ARE SCHEDULED FOR ALL STUDENTS
WHO WILL BE RETURNING TO UOP NEXT FALL
AND WHO WISH TO BE CONSIDERED FOR FIN
ANCIAL
THESE

AID.

YOUR

MEETINGS

ATTENDANCE
IS

EXTREMELY

OF

IMPORTANT

FOR FINANCIAL AID NEXT YEAR.
Pharmacy students:

Tues

Dec

2 4:15-5:15

Non-pharmacy stud
ents who are from
out of state.

Wed., Dec.

3 4:00-5:00

Non-pharmacy stud
ents who are Cal
ifornia residents:

.•

Thurs.. Dec. 4

Non-pharmacy stud
ents who areCal
ifornia residents
and anyone who missed
'
· the other meetings:

Thurs., Dec.
...,

�

SUPPORT UOP VOLLEYBALL

ONE

IF YOU WISH TO RECIEVE FULL CONSIDERATION

All donations should be made by
Monday, November24th.
Reg10nals, the first step to the
National Championship, takes place
next Friday, November 28th with
first game at 9 am and will continue
on Saturday. November 29th with
finals slated for 8 pm.
Hosting the regionals is the Univer
sity of Santa Clara with all the action
taking place at Toso Pavilion.
Single day admission is $2.00 for
adults and $1.00 for students. A two
day pass is $3.00 for adults and $1.50
for students. Group rates are also
available. For further ticket infor
mation can be obtained by calling at
(408) 984-4660

AT

4:00-5:00

.

10 6:30-7:30
ill

>l

.

Z�LES
VALUABLES!

Sculpture Cutting
Created by

SirGauuan

RACQUETBALL
ce of 1!
Now 2 can play for the pri
a
court for
Clip this coupon - call
or all
pm
m
and play weeknights fro 9

• SUNDAY!
of ptay.Velid thru Nov. 2

FRIDAY • SATURDAY

at
Coupon must be Presented

time

PUBLIC WELCOME!

tic Club
Quail Lakes Athle
951-3795
n
ckto
230 3 W. March Lane

•

Sto

DNDAYNIGHT
FOOTBALL!
Giant Screen
25CHotDogs
etic Club
Guail Lakes Athlkto
n 951-3795
2303 W. March Lane • Stoc

•

$��9s�

Sculpture Cutting

Artistically combining precision with
. a "contoured look"
shape .
specifically suited for you

·Sir Gauuan's Superhair Salons
Winner of 7 of 10 Awards
for best Hairstyles
in the San Joaquin Valley.
Open 7 days a week

2045 Pac1f1c Ave. 948-5560.
1209 W. March Lane 957-4244.
SuperHair IV 133 Villa ge Square 478-0498.
SuperHair V OuaillakesCenter 957-9198.·

SuperHair II

Diamond fashion
rings add sparkle
to the season!
She'll see Christmas in a
brand-new light with her
diamond fashion ring
in 14 karat gold!

$265a::

,

a. 3 Diamonds, $26 5
b. 9 Diamonds $65 0

ZAJFS
ZALES
STUDENT ACCOUNTs
WELCOMED

"90· DAY PLAN-SAME AS CASH"
•o
..,.,,. Club
Muttr<:ord. VISA • Amoncon ExprH• • C.artt Blondw
ZALESCREDIT INCLUDING

lUustrotion�oriY,..t

SuperHair Ill

WEBERSTOWN MALL

478...1726

MARCH AT PACIFIC

4

Pacifica n Nove mber 21 , 1 980

Many of these stories have
m information
ro
rep duced fro
apers and
newsp
l
fro m severa
.
es
servic

NE WS
Pl a n to
Compiled by Jeff Nelson

target of bazookas, flame throwers '
and a collapsing bridge.
In the end, the chief conspirator,
Defense Minister Lin Piao, his wife,
and several aides died when the plot
was discovered and their escape

plotters released by the official New
China News Agency.
According to the indictment,
Chairman Mao was warned at the
last minute of a p<)ssible coup against
him, and barely missed being the

Staff Writer

A wild plan to assassinate former
Chairman Mao Tse-tung of China in
1 974 was made public earlier this
week in an indictment against the

pt of
olution attem
bulent cultural rev
a few yea rs back.
to
plan see�eel1
The assassination
an
p
.
ance The•r
leave noth mg to ch
o m ear 1 y Se. pMa
e
nat
assi
was to ass
e
whil he was .on
tember of 1 97 4,
thern Ch ma
spection tour in Sou
rth.
on the wa y ba ck no
arges that th,e
The indictment ch
s
to attack M ao
conspirators planned
nd
wers
thro
special train with flame
g
te tl1e Sh uo an
bazookas, dynami
r
ove
ina
Ch
Ea st
railway bridge in
to
l
edu
sch
s
wa
which the tra in
fro m the au , o �
pass bo mb the tra in
in Sh an gka •
up the oil depot
blo
led to s �op
edu
sch
s
wa
in
where the tra
ens um g
the
in
and kill the chairman
commotion.
ed, 0J?e of
Even if those plans fail
officers
ce
gen
Mao's trusted Intelli
ai.
ngh
Sha
in
him
r
rde
was to mu

plane crashed in Mongolia.
Now five of Lin's top Generals
on trial on charges of at·'
going
are
tempted assassination, joining the
famous "Gang of Four" radicals who
are being tried for leading the tur-

C a rte r reve rses po l i cy o n S ov i e t t ra d e
Staff Writer

�

ease dependence on Middle East oil
by the European countries, most of
whom are American allies belonging
the
North
Atlantic
to
Treaty
.
.
Orgamzahon (NATO).
If everything goes as planned, the
Sov:iets would buy $ 1 bi�lion in pipel.aymg and earth movmg material
over five years.
Soviet officials have been at the
Caterpiller headquarters in Peoria,
Illinois, earli.er this week to look at
the equipment and discuss the
possible sale.

However, the Caterpiller Tract�r
Company has been cleared by the
Administration to sell $ 1 billion
wo�th of equipment to the Soviet
Umon for the laying of a natural-gas
pipeline from Siberia to Western
Europe.
The administration obviously
belie,ves the pipeline will be beneficial
for the W<•sl, as it would run from
eastern Siberia to West Germany
before branching out to the other
Western European countries.
The pipeline is seen as a way to

Compiled by Jeff Nelson
The Carter Administration has
made an interesting change in policy
by giving the green light to one of the
biggest
Soviet-American
trade
proposals ever devised.
Following the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan,
the
Carter
Ad' ministration placed severe restric
tions on trade with the Russians as a
way
of
protesting
the
Soviet
aggression.

·

President-elect Ronald Reagan
may take a dim view on the Gater
piller
negotiations,
as
he
has
criticized President Carter earlier for
not imposing more stringent restric
tions on the Soviets following the
Afghan invasion.
Some U.S military leaders also
don't like the idea of the Russia-to
NATO pipeline, feeling that the
Russians could use it as a "pressure
point" to their advantage in any East
West crisis.

�

with 5
six defendants were charged
der
mur
ee
degr
st
l
of
h)
counts (eac
and felonious rioting.

Staff Writer

FourKuKluxKlan members and
two Nazis were acquitted of murder
and rioting charges in Greensboro,
North Carolina, Tuesdav.
The trial, which involved the
killing of five Communist Worker
Party supporter· last year, was the
longest in North Carolina history,
lasting 96 days. The jury of six men
and six women returned the verdict
of .. not guilty" after 7 days of
deliberation.
Defense attorney Robert Cahoon
said, "It was a case of self defense,
and we expected the not guilty ver
dict."
The incident occured at a OWP
sponsored "Death to the Klan" rally
in Greensboro on Nov. 3, 1 979. The

.IUPCICUl ?
A .IUpciiCUl i1 Cu1tom ln.tignctd
A .IUpciiCUl i1 Prrzcilion Cut
A .IUPCICUl i1 a Pinilhrzd Product
A .IUPCICUt
A .IUpCICUl i1 Brzautiful
and . . a .IUPCICUt it

first
During this trial, it was the
used
time ever that video tapes were
s
as evidence in N. Carolina. The tape
ons
stati
ision
telev
four
by
by
taken
covering the rally were played over
and over at various speeds for the

jurors.
In Washington, Drew S. Days,
head of the Justice Department, said
the division was studying the verdict
"to see if there is anything we can
do." In the past, the federal gover
nment has brought criminal civil
right charges in some cases after
acquittals were handed down on

local charges.
What actually happened was
Klansmen and Nazis arrived at the

rally stag ing area in a
and vans . A stick fight that
between thos e two groups
Communists escalated into a
tle.

inute and
After about a
accor ding to evidence in
four leftist were dead an d
were woun ded.
Defense lawyer Jeffrev
said, "These defendants ·
even capable of pulling off
of well organized nr.,.rn�..l a _ •. ••
not like the Communist
ty; most of them didn't
each other before the
gathered that morning."
Fourteen men were a
the shootings. Five others
and charges against three
ped.

F u nds requested· for new ASU O P truck
vehicle's insurance adjustor decided
to give $4002 to ASUOP for the
wrecked pickup. However, an addi
tional $2000 will be required for the
purchase of a new truck.

By Thomas Rohan
Staff Writer

,.OOOCIIIOC*MIOIOC.oi*DOOCIOC.oi>OIOOOOOC.oi:IJOIOOOC.oi>OIOOOCIOCIOI>OII>OOCIIOCIOI:IOO.

After operating without an auto
mobile for approximately one month,
it appears that ASUOP will soon
acquire a new business vehicle.
The old ASUOP pickup was
totalled Oct. 3 by Cinema Director
Steve Chan.
Tim
O'Neill,
the
ASUOP
Business Manager, stated that the

The lowest bid for a new truck
that ASUOP has thus far received is
$5998.73 for a Toyota longbed four
speed mini pickup.
On Nov. 5, O'Neill wrote a letter
to the ASUOP Board of Supervisors

requesting the additional
ASUOP needs for the
come from the $24,000
Budget.
The Board
voted in favor of the proposal.
O'Neill stated in his lllti.W •III
that immediate purchase
pickup was critical to the
well-being of the Associated
as ASUOP has already
vehicle rental fees since
wrecked.

Security reports car thefts rise o n

m
I

t
e_d

Fo ur Kl an m em be rs fou nd n ot gu ilt
Compiled by Rob Brzezinski
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B y Doug Chalmers

T H A N K S G I V I N G S C H ED U LE

St.ff Writer

· H ours
Quad. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . No rmaI 0 peratmg
race Covell
. . Closes after L NCH
� a 11 · · · · · · · · ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· '· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. .. .. .. .N. orma
I 0 perat'1ng H ours
Redwood Room · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Normal Operat'mg h ours
U
Hofbr
Raths:� �j�; � � � � � � � � � � � � � : : � � : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : � : : � � � � � � � � � � � � .������ .�:����i �gL���r�
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBE R 2 6 , 1 9 80

·

ALL FOOD SERVIC E NI S . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . . . . . . . CLOSED

THURS DAY, NOVEM BER 2 7 , 1 9 8 0 (THAN KSGIV ING DAY)

U T

·

Quad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CLOSED
Grace Covell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. '. .· .· . ·· ·· '· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· · ·· ·· · ·· CLO
SE D
Mall · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 9 : 30 A · M .-6 :00 P.M
Redw ood Room . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CLOSED.
Hofbrau . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · ·
SE D
Rath skelle r · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· · ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· CLO
CL OS ED
FRIDA Y, NOVE M BER 28, 1 9 80

·

·

Seven thefts from cars on campus
have occurred in the past month, ac
cording to Department of Public
Safety Cheif Norman Askew.
Four vehicles,all Volkswagens,
were broken into, and three others
have had their batteries stolen, with
total losses amounting to over $3200,
plus slight damage to some of the
vehicles.
The first burglary took place in
the Pharmacy School parking lot,
between 3:00 p.m. and I 0:00 on Oct.
24.
After brea)dn� the d river's win-

;

dow, the thief removed a CB radio
some clothing, a pistol and two boxe
of ammunition.
The next evening, a car parked
behind Carter House was entered by
a burglar who forced open a window
stealing a Nikon camera, some tape
and a revolver.
"The
two
cars
containing
revolvers did
not belong to UOP
students, faculty or staff," said
Askew.
Over the weekend of Nov. 8th,
two
Volkswagen
Dashers
were
roken into, with $700 worth of
•terns reportedly stolen. One car
was
parked on Stagg Way, and the other
m tlie Phar mac y Schoo
l parking lot.

;

�

U·O P ca

When asked of the
related, Askew replied, "It's
say, but when there's a
burglaries, usually one or
dividuals are responsible."
Two batteries were
cars while they were
Univer sity Townhouse
Oct. 24 and 27. A third
taken out of a car parked
Pharma cy School parking )lj
same
evening
that tht
Volks wage n burglary
Since the seven thefts
have occurred on the outer
camp us,
Aske w
urges
park ing in those areas to be
care ful to lock their cars.

.;F!!! Sta r Be ve rag
es!!!!���!!!!�
is ple as ed to an no u nc e
th e ap po int m en t of
th e M ill er Re pr es en ta
tiv

e

fo r
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Quad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
· · · · · · · · · · · CLOSED
Grace Covell �� . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . . ' . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ·. ·. .. .. ·. .. .. ·. .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· ·9:30
00 P .M.
Redwood Ro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·A.M.-6:
·
·
·
ED
Hofb rau
i�; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· ·· ·· CLOS
CLOS
k
ED
Raths el . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . . . . . CLOS ED
SATU RDAY , NOVE MBER 2 9 , 1 9 8 0

·

. ·

·

Quad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · CLOS E D
Grace Covell · · · · · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Reopens for D nner-4:3 0 P.M.-6: 30 p . M
M a II · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·i · · · · 9 ·· 30 A M .-2:00 P . M .
Redwood Room . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' ' ' . . . . . . . . ' . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · CLOS E D.
Hofbrau .
..........................'.........
. . . . . . . . . . . . CLOS E D
RA HSK ELL ER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .5:00
P.M.-1 0:30 P . M .
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·
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ENTER TAINMENT

S pencer re s i

T h e A l l -A m e ri ca n c o l l e g e m e a l : p i zza

ASUOP's social director, Greg .
5 ncer , announced his resi �ation,
January 1 5, 1 98 1 , th1s week.
e ctive
er cited a "desire to pursue
enc
Sp
rtant endeavors outside of
po
im
ther
Students" as the
iated
ssoc
A
e
h
arture.
dep
his
for
reason
Spencer will continue to serve as
)jason for ASUOP on the Spanos
nter Planning Boa rd.
The social director has served
l '/1 years -at this position. Pri? r to
served as assistant
that, Spencer .
m 1 97 8/ 1 979 .
or
ect
dir
social
ASUOP i s now in search o f can
didates to fill the position in the
Spring Semester, 1 98 1 . Applications
i n the Uni versity Center and are due
December 5 .

lfe

�

By Jeff Levy and Ted Gibbi ngs
Staff Writers

Ce

S i m o n s u c c e s s f u l w ith
� � o n e T r i c k Po ny ' '

B y William Witt Bloomstein
Special to the Pacific:an

I

his way out, giving round to the hoar
se screams of the B-52s and similar
adolescents. The film convinces us
that this is not the way it should be;
there should be room for Simon as
well as New Wave. But Rip Torn as
the music mogul and Allen Goorwitz
as the Ears of AM Radio are relen
tlessly deaf to what is clearly vibrant
and entertaining about Simon's
music. This failing is amplified time
and time again by the juxtaposition
of their complaints with Simon's on
stage bravura.
One Trick Pony is not a cut-and
dried case of good Simon vs. bad
moguls, however, and ft>r this we
have Simon's honesty to
thank.
While Torn and Goorwitz are
stereotyped as pompous twits. Simon
himself is a self-denigrating loser. His
wife is fed up because she sees his ob
stinate love of music as an eternal
romp in teenhood. But the real issue
is that Simon's heart isn't with him
when he's home.
Her anger's
justified. Simon is wimpy toward
Brown and wimpy during the
vengeful confrontations with Torn
and Goorwitz that essentially destroy
his career.
One Trick Pony is a depressing
movie, regardless of the uplifting
music. Simon's unceasing tug-of-war
between the joys onstage and the
frazzled pain offstage has left him
woefully misinformed about how to
proceed with his l ife, and this despair
carries to the audience. One is tem
pted to forgive the pedantic emotions
and incomplete characterizations,
though, because One Trick Pony was
clearly fashioned as a depressant.
Perhaps next time, however,
Simon will increase his horizons to
match the depth of his seriousness.

Pizza is probably the most
popular meal with college students
and also a very good buy. Pizza
parlors are usually very comfortable
and are good spots to combine eating
with partying, as they provide good
atmosphere, draft beer and good old
jukebox music. And don't forget that
pizza is also great food to go, and a
real blast to eat in a dorm room .
Here are some Stockton pizza places
we tried.
Mr. D's Pizza ( 1 22 E. Oak) has a
coupon in the ASUOP coupon book,
and unless you use the coupon it's
really not worth it. Mr. D's pizzas
are smaller than most, while tht·ir
prices run a little high. Tl1e topping
selection lacks pepperoni, which
really should be included in a pizza
parlor menu. The pizzas do come
with an incredible amount of the
toppings available, however, so there
is no ripoff in that department.
Crustwise we have to rate Mr. D's at
the bottom of the list. It is cardboard
thin and cardboard textured. The
crust also tends to be brittle and
grainy.
Mr. n•s is well decorated with a
rustic atmosphere.
There are no
booths but the cane-back chairs add
a nice touch.
Waitress service is
provided so you don't have to walk
up to the counter to pick up "number
58." It is a small parlor, but there is
rarely a problem with a long wait.
One problem we noticed at Mr.
D's was the lack of rock-and-roll
music in the jukebox. All in all," we
feel you can do much better pur
chasing your pizza elsewhere,
Another "coupon" establishmen
t is Rico•s ( 1 2 1 7 W. March), though
this place would be all right even
without the coupon. Their pizzas
rate well above Mr. D's in the crust

and toppi ngdepartment. The crust is
peroni was very spicy and quite good.
came with large -rings of sliced
"New York style"-thin, but full and
Actually, Gino's is a good place to go
onions, big chunks of flavorful
fluffy. The cheese is excellent but we
on the weekend or after classes but be
sausage and lots of cheese. The crust
sure to call ahead to avoid the wait.
found the sauce to be bland. All the
was almost an inch thick and
popul ar toppings are available and
featured our toppings piled high.
priced competitively. We found the
The best pizza we found was at
Michael's Pizza is "New York style"
toppings (we had sausage, pepperoni
Michaels, (2300 Alpine). We ordered
also and, of eourse, should be accom
and mushrooms) to be ample and
our pizzas to go and were very happy
panied with a cold brew. This is the
quite fresh. The sausage was spicy
best place we found for pizzas,
to find our pizza hot and ready in just
and was complemented by the large
I S minutes. Michael•s has a good at
especially when ordered to go.
sl ices of pepperoni.
Michael's help is quick and pleasant
mosphere with nice tables and chairs
Rico's pizzas themselves are an
and a standard jukebox. Our pizza
and their pizza is great.
inch or two larger than average with
the large measuring a full 1 8 inches.
f
f
MUNCH-OUT GUIDE
They have a meager selection of a
a
beers, but then again draft beer is '
946-0820 ,'
2550 E. Fremont
Pisano's Pizza
draft beer. (They are tight on ID's).
•
Unfortunately the jukebox is mostly
951-939 3
Gino's Pizza
4415 Pacific
a
disco, and the regular customers are f
'
1419 S. El Dorado
not shy about choosing their tunes.
465-3401 f
ftEddie's Pizza
But you can stop that by buying a
Shakeys Pizza
47 8-3 1 21 f
1000 W. Robinhood
few songs yourself.
Rico's biggest is HUGE and l .
465-3 773 •t
'Franks Pizza
1421 E.Harding
probably the biggest in town, so if a t1
,
lot of you want to go out together,
462-6668 t
2300 W. Alpine
this might be the place you're looking ·, Mic haels Pizza
for. "Space Invaders" fans will be "M
r . D's
465 -8 1 66 t
122 E. Oak
glad to know that there is no line to l
use the machine.
' Ric o
rch_ - - - 41 1-2624 ll
121 1 w . M
_a_
----_
For a chain parlor, Rico's is quite f - - - _ _ - -l
__
good, so by all means give it a try.
Gino's (44 1 5 Pacific}, is popular
with UOP students probably because
it's the clo�est pizza parlor to cam
pus. You should call your orders in
before you walk over, though,
because it takes almost a half-hour to
IS LOO K I N G FOR
get your pizza. The atmosphere is
nice at Gino's with private booths
A N EW
around the walls and a decent
jukebox. The pizzas at Gino's are
fatrly good, with a light, fluffy crust
and a tasty tomato sauce. The crust
was heavily floured, though, $0 we
recommend you wet your whistle
with a draft, choosing between J.}le
I ight and dark varieties offered.
APPLICATIO N S AVAILABLE
We ordered the mushroom,
IN ASUOP OFFICE
bellpepper and pepperoni pizza and
we were happy with everything but
DUE NO LATER THAN D EC. 5
the small portions of each. The pep-

._!
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S O CIAL
D I RECTO R

I WSfD SUNDAYS

1
W llamfMf Lane. hrk '11t'llUlh Ccntn
Phone C209) "1-SSJO
Scodcun, C.Jif. 95 209

.
USED BOOKS
G
YOUN
OLD AND

ASOOP

SKI
N
BI
reservations
.

'

C A R COV E R S

4 s i zes i n g reen d n l l cotton f its a l most
all Gars.
wu-1 Reg . $66.95
NOW $53.59
NOW $59.95
wu-2 Reg . $69.95
NOW $60.76
wu-3 Reg. $75. 95
NOW $63.96
w u-4 Reg . $ 79.95
Protec t your car against bad weather/

TU N E U P SPECI ALS

For faster cold weather starts

IGNIT ION PART S
/0
2 5 0/
OFF REG. RETAIL
LIST PRICES

•

D I SCOUNT

Poi nts, co ndensers,
caps, roto rs. spark
.
p l u g W i re Sets.

Price good thru Dec.

24.

1 980

Q u a rtz H a l ogen

8J �
r

7

�
9:00 a.m.

•

Mar 28

B.ATES sJaa , SaD-Than

$3
Prl- s.t $5
J'eb.Mar, SaD- Thars $1
Fri-Sat $5
PEE REQtJ1BED
DEPO&fl'
PEBSON
$10/
(liD fee ,DO r11 u :dn»•)
Ch
� m•* .- ASUOP &Dd Loan �

See better i n fog, snow,
dark ness. Reg. 1 09.95

. ,-� $5995

Ftiday,Nov.21
at ASUOP office
AVAU.ABJ.E s .laD 2

5

SACRAMENTO
23 1 0 Fa1r Oaks BlVd
3463 Flonn Ad
CARMICHAEL
7609 Fa1r Oaks Blvd

SA VE

2 5 °/o

Euro -�aq Imports
Foreign car parts & acc ess orie s

STOCKTON
2353 PaCifiC Ave
(near Castle)

SO. LAKE TAHOE
204 1 Hwy 50
( L ampson Plaza)
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SPOR TS

· Karen 's Com ments
By Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

UOP women's volleyball.Awesome. There aren't many words, th� t I
know ot that could actually describe their performance. I can t fmd
many words that could captivate the excitement or talent. The word that
repeatedly comes to mind is "awesome."
.
If you have had the experience of watching a volleyball game th1s
season (which you definitely should hav�) then you know what I mean.
You can relate to the intensity, and the fme athletes who have captured
the Wendy's Classic crown for the second year in. a �ow.
.
Head Coach Taras Liskevych has used the hmlted tools available to
him to build the women's volleyball team into a national contender. He
has put them in a class with other teams whose resourses (both human
and material) have been much more abundant.
.
Congratulations Ladies and Coaching Staff for your success m the
Classic and Good Luck in the Regionals! ll
� .... � --- � � ����

�

Say what you may, but UOP football .had a good game, despite
Arizona's 63 points. The Tigers had 35 <:>f t.h�u own.
If I were to be negative and pessimlshc, I cou�d assess . the game
critically and find faults; missed tackles, fumbles, . m�ercepho�:· · But
that kind of attitude does nothing for morale and thmkmg about could
have beens" and "only if's" does nothing but open the wound and make
the heart ache more.
. .
Since I am an optomist at heart, there are many positive aspects to
last week's game that I will describe, and there are probable reasons why
mistakes occurred.
.
Twelve records were broken or tied by the Tigers as they had theu
largest offensive out put (35 points)- since 1 978.
.
With four freshman starting on offense, the passmg o�fense p_ushed
themselves to 1 3th in the nation while gaining 396 yards m the au; the
most ever against an Arizona team.
The defense also had four treshmen starting this week. Up unt! l two
weeks ago, the Tiger defense had been over-worked and abused wh1le t.he
offense was trying to overcome injuries and return to form. Now w1th
the offense back in the groove, the defense finally felt �h� �ear ar_td te�r
they've sustained this season and were unable to mm1m1ze Anzona s
drive. Compl icating matters were turnovers (two fumbles and an i.n�er
ccphon) in the second quarter that gave �rizon� 28 points. after dnvmg
75 yards. The defense has had a hell of a hme thts year facmg th�ee- Pa �1 0 teams not to mention PCAA powerhouses. A breakdown, tf that s
what UofA's 63 points are to be called, was a disappointi�g but inevit
ubl(' fal't .
t.,OP has nothing to be embarrassed about. They didn't give up and
succumb to Arizona. They were there, for 35 points in fact,and made
some key defensive plays that held UofA.
This week's game is sure to be a battle as the tw� PCAA teams (UOP
and fullerton) fight for victory in what is the 1 980 fma.l.e .for both teams.
Take this opportunity to come out and catch the fifth day of ex
citement."
� � � � .... �� � � �

To the average spectator there are 1 1 men on the field playing their
positions.
There are few people who do more than "play their position", a few
who do a little something extra that is probably taken for granted. I
would like to take this opportunity to recognize those people so that as
you watch the last game tomorrow you can appreciate them that much
more.
,
One group of individuals is the special teams group. They don t get
· that much playing time therefore the time they do get counts that much
more.
In the past few weeks special teams players have made out �tand.ing
tackles, limiting or completely stopping punt returns and red�cmg kick
off returns. Speed, timing and positioning are all very 1mportant.
Leading the special teams are the kickers/punters and recievers. They
usually get the most glory when its given, but unfortunately that's only
when they perl1 r�extremely well.
. .
.
Many times it s forgotten that those athletes m thetr one play ap
pearances have an extreme amount of pressure placed on them. They get
one chance to do it, and do it right. Many times they're ostracized by the
public and laughed at because it's thought that they are so different and
that they don't work as hard as anyone of the offensive and defensive
players that have their own function.
.
.
Believe it or not tolks, special teams athletes work JUSt as hard m
preparation and performance as any of the others. They must be their
bt-st in order to reach their maximum potential in their few oppor
tunities. Whether or not they always come through, is quite another
story. and is all part o( the game, but they do have an important function
in the game. It would bt·hard to score a field goal without a kicker.

.

..

Another "special team" is composed of the players who run calls in.
They must understand the play and relate it to their team members
<:orrectly.
One special variat ion of this is the job of inside linebacker Kirk
Harmon. He receives plays in the form of signals from Coach Gary Scott.
Ha rmon then deciphers the signals and instructs the defense. Scott has an
important task also in relaying the proper hand (body) signal to Harmon
so that he can be understood. Both (Harmon a�d Scott) play an impor
tant part in the Tiger defense.
� � � � � � � � � �

A third "job" that I would like to mention isn't performed by the
plavers . but does involH· them. I'm referring to "spotting". Coaches
(us�ally two from each team) observe the game from the press box (close
to aerial view) and they try to decipher the opposition's plays and pick
out weaknesses and strengths.
The "spotters" watch for patterns and suggest plays for counterac
tion to the "ground crew." This job is beneficial to the team and helps
provide for on-the-spot coaching.
� � � .... ��� .... �� ----

Archania's A League intramural football team, which went un
defeated in intramural action, has been invited to the national in
tramural football championships in New Orleans, Louisiana.
The event will be capped off with the final two teams playing during
halftime of the Sugar Bowl football game.
Presently Archania is vigorolisly trying to raise money to attend the
<>vent. The team needs to raise approximately $ 7,000, and cannot do so
on their own.
It would be good for the pride of all UOP students to send a
representative to this event.
If you'd like to help the Archites in their fund drive, please call 9469366.
.-.. � � .--.. � � .-... � ���

•

Thanksgiving . . . pumpkin pies, turkey, cranberries, yams and football
games. Originally a day designed to "give thanks", Thanksgiving, as
most holidays, has become a commercial occasion on whichwejust "go
through the motions."
By now you must be asking yourself, what does this have to do with
sports? Well, 1'11 tell
I feel that this
Thanks and include in
them a thanks for athletics.
atliletes can be
thankful for, and fans. becaUie
wet "the sport",
can be thankful.
So, while you eat that turkey sandwich, tell the grandparents "hi"
and plop yourself down in front of the TV , ... be thankfulll

F oot ba ll fac e s
equ al 'te a m Sat .
By Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

Tiger football will face PCAA foe
Cal State Ful lerton tomorrow afternoon at I :30 p.m. in Pacific
Memorial Stadium in hopes of
breaking a six game losing streak and
clinching their first PCAA win of
1 980.
"If we get it together offensively
and defensively," says Head Coach
Bob Toledo, "we have a good chance
to win. We'd like to finish the season
with a win and go away with a good
feel ing."
Fullerton will come into the
game with a three game losing streak
on their record. The Titans are I -3 in
the PCAA and 4-fi o"wall.
But the Titans record, much like
Pacific 's isn't ind i cative of their
ability.
"Fullerton has a scrappy team
that plays hard defensively and has
been close in almost every game,"
says Toledo. "Offensively, they're a
lot like us. They have a good quarterback (Tom St. Jacques) and a versa tile running back Uohn Rayford). It
will be like looking in the mirror."
"Pacific is a fine foolball team,"
said Fullerton Head Coach Gene
"Their schedule was
Murphy.
suicidal. The two things you don't
want to do are get hum iliated or
banged up."
The Tigers have certainly been
banged up. Adding to previous injuries, out for this week's game are
sophomore running back John
quarterback
junior
Morehouse;
junior
and
Rogers,
Grayson
linebacker Mike Merriweather.
Morehouse suffered a severe concussion that left his lt>gs numb for a
time Saturday. He �pt>nt Saturday
night in a Tucson hospital, but returned with the team Sunday.
Rogers injured his left shoulder
against UA and Merriweather has a
thigh bruise which has kept him out
of more than four games. Cornerback Jeff Tracy, who missed the UA
game witlt a pulled hamstring, will
most likely be out this week abo.
Last week, though losing to the
Univt.>rsity of Arizona 63-35, the
third Pac- 1 0 outing for Pacific this
season, UOP broke or tied 1 2 school
records in what was the Tigers best
offensive outing of the season.
"There's no question about it,"
comments Toledo, "that was the best

offensive game of the season. We had
27 first downs. Any time you have
that many first downs, you should
win the ga me. "
After havin g a slow four weeks,
se has boun ced back in the
offen
the
games for a total of 800
two
last
,ya rd s.
The Tigers picked up a schooI
record of 396 yards in the ai.r l �st
week against Arizo na, and JUOIOT
quarterback Harley Miller broke the
record for most completions i � a
game, compll'l ing 2 5 of 40. M1�ler
played j ust three quarters after takmg
over for tht> inju r('d Roger�.
"We wer� able to do pretty much
what we wanted offensivel y, against
a Pac- 1 0 �chool ," says Toledo. "The
difference in the game was the turnovers two fumbles and an intercep
tion �n three consecutive possessions,
that set the stage for them offensively. "
UOP's defense had four starters
out with injuries against Arizona in
addition to the bad field position
which al lowed UA to earn 28 points
by driving a total of 75 yards.
Miller was nam('d player of the
week for UOP. Including his 25-40
passing performance, he also ran for
two touchdowns and punted for a
39.0 yard average.
Junior wide receiver Rainey
Meszaros caught eight passes for the
second straight week. He now has a
total of 57 on the year, breaking
Honor Jackson's single season mark
of 55, set in 1 970. Meszaros was
responsible for I 78 yards throug? the
air, just four yards short of the smgle
He is now No. 9
season record.
nationally, and third in the PCAA...
Pacific youth prevailed again as
28 freshmen and sophomores made
the trip to Arizona, with eight freshmen starting, four on offense and four
on defense. Freshmen performances
included a career high eight receptions and two touchdowns by tight
end Tony Camp, and wide receiver
Garry Parcells had two receptions
and his first collegiate touchdown.
UOP is now ranked second in t
PCAA in passing offense and 1 3th liJ
the nation.
Pacific's passing defense moved
back into fi rst in the PCAA.
Tiger punting, and specifically
punter (quarterback) Miller, remain
first in the PCAA. Miller is averaging
4 1 . 3 yards and has kicked for 3223
yards.

lau nch es

Wo men · s sw•·mm ing
record to 2-2 .

Int o

act ion ,

brin g ing

Wom e n swi m mer
b e a t SJ S 9 8 - 4 3
By Marcia Peterson

Tiger n o

Staff Writer

UOP's women 's swim team made
waves against San Jose State in a 9843 victory here last Saturday .
The win against San Jose State
put the team in third place in the
NorCal League. The win also evened
their record at two wins and two
losses.
The Tiger team swept many
events, but they were only placed
first and second because of the third
place rule, which is that if the team
wins first-third places, the third place
automatically goes to the other team.
''The team has good depth as op
posed to years past," said Coach
Dennis Nugent. "I am very pleased
with the early season's results."
There were several double event
winners: freshman Shari Hardman
won 500 free style and the 200 free
style events.
Freshman Doreen
VonRuden won the l 00 breast as well
as the 500 breast. Freshman M ichele

Ba ske tba ll tea ms s hoo t
i n league
Ten nis ta kes s w i n g
first
f o rBy Karen
Komsak
Sports Editor

Shooting for a PCAA title and
invitation to NCAA playoffs are
I 980-8 l goals for Tiger basketball.
" It's always our goa.! to finish on
top," says second year Head Coach
Dick Fichtner. "I think we have a
team capable of doing that."
UOP was picked to finish fourth
in the PCAA race by Street and Smith
and chosen second by Popular Sports
in preseason publicatons. Last week
the Tigers were picked to finish third
by media and coaches at the PCAA's
Annual Basketball Media Day.
In assessing the Tigers and how
they pl an to be successful, Fichtner
sees this yea r's squad as being "one of
the biggest shooting and scoring
teams."
Last yea r's team broke the school
record for field goal percentage, and
Fichtner expects this yea r's squad to '
be even better.
" I really like our overall balance
and depth at all positions," he says.
"Last year Ron Cornelius was a
marked man, but teams won't be able
to double team him this year because
of the overall balance," says Fichtner .
Cornelius finished last season
ranked 3 1 st nationally, and is now
·
the l 4th-ran ked returnmg scorer in
the nation.
One concern that Fichtner has is
the size of his team. But he feels that
it can be overcome.
"We're not as big as most major
college basketball teams, and we
don't have the leaping abil ity that
some teams have, but we have good
technique and aggressiveness and the
intensity that we play with makes up

for the size," says Fichtner.
"Typifying our size; 'it's not the
size of the dog in the fight, but the
size of the fight in the dog'," he adds.
The Tigers will demonstrate their
"fight" when they travel to the
University of Texas Nov. 29, and then
on to Texas Christian Dec. 1 .
Pacific will come to Stockton to
open a six-game home stand Dec. 4
against Nevada-Reno at 8:05 p.m. in
the Stockton Civic.
Women's basketbaU

With the addition of "more depth and more quality players", Head
Coach Mark French expects his Lady
Tigers to finish first in NorCal
basketball this year.
"We'll have an advantage in that
we'll be an underd'?g," says French.
teams
can't
"Other
rationall y
evaluate us and we can take advantage of that attitude. Another advantage is that we'll be 1 0, 1 1 players
dee
:
� Last year we ran the bal l a great
deal and had pressure defense. This
Year we'll do the same except with a
faster tempo and we'l I have more
· .. adds F renpI ayers so we won 't t 1re,
ch.
Outside of the team goals of win·
ning 1eague and wmnmg
at 1 east 20
·
ga mes, the Lady Tigers have ingoals of "maximizing
dividual
everyone's potential " and "being the
best we can. "
In "being their best" , French sees
con trol of the ball as a key in their
fast tempo of play.
The Lady Tigers open their
season Dec. 2 against U.C. Davis at
7 :00 pm in the UOP gym.

at fou rth pla ce a t U CS B
By John Masters
Staff Writer

The wome n's tennis season got
under way last week as the Lady
Tigers finished fourth in a three-day
tourna ment at UC Santa Barba ra.
The team was kd hy two freshmen, A nnette w ard an d Eve Zimm erman , who each won two matc hes and
lost two. The tour nam er1t cons isted
of five schoo ls with each team facin
g
each other once. The team with
the
·

best overall reco rd was the win ner.
Other team s incl ude d host UC
SB, Oal
St�te Fullerton , the Universi
ty of
An zona
and
eve ntu al
win ner
University of Cal ifor nia at
Ber kele y. '

UO P w�>n only one mat
.
ch, that
commg aga m t Fu llerton
� .
State by a
7-2 score. Pac tftc played
well aga .·nst
other tea ms despite
the lopst' ded
scores. Head Co ach Go
rdo n Gr ah am
was vcrv impresed with
the play of
1
ma ny 01 the wo me n.
Tina Tseng, a second yea r pla yer
currently play ing numb
er two 00 the
squa
l
ay
ed
exc
.P
epti
�.
onal ten nis
.
d�sp lte f m1sh
ing the tourna me
nt 1 -3
T ma defeated a top
-rated F ullerto�
player a nd suffered tw
o na rrow t hree
set losses to U A a nd
UC SB worn
The N o. l doubles
team of �da
W� and Annette
Wa rd fin ished u
ag� mst the tou
gh competitio n
wit
an lm p ess ive 2-2
�
record.
Thts yea r's tea
m is a young
tea m

L

U O P g o l f c o n c l u d e s f a l l w ith 2 n
d
By K evin Coombs
StaH Writu

The Tiger golf team concluded
its 1 980 fall schedule November 1 7
as they took second place in the
University of San Fransico In
vitational behind San Jose State.
UOP freshman Ken Earle captured
second in the indiviqual competition
behind Mark Cato of San Jose.
The 36-hole tournament was

hel d at the Olympic Club' • Lake
Course. The Oly mpic Club 1s one of
the top SO courses in the country and
has been the host to the U.S. Open.
The course showed its toughness
immediately as the low team round
by San Jose, 383 , was good for the
lead with Pacific 1 4 strokes back in
second at 397 . USF and Fresno State
were in third at 40 2.
Ca to s score of 73 m
· the firs t
round gave him the lead two strok
es
ahead of his nearest competitor. Jim
•

h

... .

·

,.�
l a ce
p .
OUtI ng

Evaru and G a ry
Coss ha d U
OP s low
indi vidua l rou
n ds of 7 8 .
S n ose con
tinued its fi
ne pl ay
durin t e sec
ond rou n d
shoot · g
38 1 f r
total of 764
to bea t
secon P a ce .
e
T1gers by 26
UOP h d a
st kes.
total of 790
.
oundt 1r
tured
' d over U
cap.
CLA with a
nd
for
seco
39
a
1
total °f
,., of
Ur'-'I.J\
7 9 3 to
s 798
, ·
C to s s co
. e nd round of 7 5
him the tct
ave
or
w ith the �ow y. Ea rle c a m e �a
ck
round of
the

: �
� j
h

which has five freshma n out of
team mem bers .
The freshm an a re Annette
from Mod esto, Deb bie
walk-o n, K a ren Hedlun d from
poe, Eve Z i mmerman from
Sacra mento, and Jan WPiSE!n!lelJIIII
a walk-on from Palo s Verdes.
The other team members
seco nd yea r play ers and they
I soph omo re Lind a Woo,
O'Ro urke,
a
sophomore ·
Sac ra men to, and Tina Tseng
j unio r form Tho u and Oaks.
llte tea m now has a
until the season starts in
whi ch Gra ham is glad for.
.
A ccord ing to Grah a m, �1th
sea son st J'll a coup1e of mooths
.
hm e will be used by som
h e of
w ome n to reco ver from t e
ra sh of mjurie
·
that has truek
of th e tearn s e1g
· h t membersJ
Hedl un d wit h a spra i ned
got ':"'hen sh e stepped on a
du � mg practice , Tseng who
.
ha t r l me
fra cture in her toe.
H orn- �ostel who pulled 9
m uscle .
G ra ha m feels the team wilI
str onger contender
in the •
league and he's looking for a
p l a ce fin ish behind
highly
Berkele y. He stat <"Cf that
S a nta Cla ra to be
the other
t e tant for secon
d
place
. Ot her
.
tn the leagu e inclu
dE' USF. San
S tate a nd F
o State

usr;

ili

.

7 1 a fter a 79 to g1ve h1m a J 50
d second place. Evans hot •
tl:e seco
nd rou nd to tie Ed
F res no, for fo u rt
h at 1 5 3 .
.
•

•
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1FrorT1 p 9 lley ball coaches across the
wornen "0
th Nov 7 Ta chikar a Po ll
nation. n
ints ahead i
uSC was on Y thr�
LA f llow
voP, 2 1 2 to 209
"
.
th i o8 om t
WI
y
tel
a
i
ed
rn
rn
i
Ta s
He d
UOP
or •e ab t
e
is
h
c
'!"
.
J.,iskevy
o ra t m_g . s tearn . o. 1 ·
P
ra
a
ik
fach
re about 1 .1 we w1 _ the
"All I ca
g
cha mp ton s .1P· .. R an
al
03tion
'
mean a th mg,
test l· • e
t
n
do
c h · ''No. I never enters my

t

Uc
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� t h.
t
�h
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h

J.,iskevy
rnind ."

p
a tc h _cou ld
_
The . UO_ - USC
t e seed mg 10
luence
mf
bly
ss1
.
also po
n RegiOnals N �v. � 8
lA�0 Wester
the A29
1 S� nta �lar� . UOP s w m
and
the • r bet �g seeded No.
res
uld
� l� tn
.
co
wtll be released
seedmg
al
tcl
J.The off
Sunday .

Before the Tigers could defeat the
would have to outplay
oja
T ns, they
r in the nation" in the
:he best sette
me of Cathy Stukel and Paula
which Liskevych
ei shoff a Trojan
all-around
player this
best
e
"th
calis
unt rv has ever prod uced . "
co W e i sh off hushed the 3 , 200 plus
cal Tiger fans numerous times with
overpowering spike. With the
��r
11
.._...
help of Stukel's 69 assists, Weishoff
recordt-d 3 1 kills in the championshi p
match. Both Weishoff and Stukel
made the All-Tournament along with
teammate Dana Smith who had 20
kills.
The pe rformance of the three alltou rney Trojans, though, was offset
br the remarkable play of four

..
�

,

.

.
!!l�··�i1ll

Tigers.
\lost Valuable Player Kim Mc
Dona ld led Pac1fic with six assists and
M cDonald shifted the
1 9 kills.

hb 0�

mo ment um
the match severa l
'
t ime
s hr a rkm the crowd and
the
�
t earn W it
er qUick, powerful spikes.
" All-Tou rn ament members Jayne
G 1 bson, Pat �v Berg and Nancy
Lancaster al� carried the team.
Gibson
and Berg killed 20 and 1 7 ,
respec·
tiv ly, with Lancaster rack
�
ing up 62
asststs.
. USC jumpe d out to a 4-6 in the
ftrst contest before UOP reeled off
seven point s in a row to take an 1 1 -6
.
lead · C ap tan· � J u d Lee served f 1ve
of
Y.
the s even u� cludmg back-to-hack
aces. The TroJa ns attempted to come
back but fell short 1 5- 1 2 .
Pacif ic led 1 -0.
The second game proved to be
m_uch more nerve racking for the
Ttger foll�wers. Hold ing a I 3- I 0
lead, the Ttger s faltered, yieldi ng four
sc� res to USC _and a 1 3- 1 4 lead. UOP
qUJck ly regamed their composure
thoug h, halted the Troja n assau lt,
and using kills by Berg and Lee took a
1 5- 1 4 lead once again. USC then
comm itted a spikin g error and UOP
won 1 6- 1 4.
UOP now had a 2-0 advanta ge.
The Tigers looked as if they were
going to put the USC Trojans down in
three games straight, taking a quick
5- 1 lead in the third contest. But,
USC had somethin g else in mind.
The Trojans stunted Pacific's offense while they rammed their way to
a 5- 1 I lead and an eventual 8- I 5
triumph.
The gap closed to UOP 2, USC 1 .
USC quickly evened up the match at two games apiece as they
breezed past Pacific 4- 1 5 in the fourth game. The Tigers no longer were
playing the aggressive ball they
exhibited in the first two conte�ts.

They weren't making the saves
anymore and they found themselves
in a sudden death situation.
.
Their worries were short-hved
though.
USC broke through first in the
fifth and final game but UOP surpassed the Trojans with four points of
their own. USC responded with two
more to pull within one, 4-3.
But that was as close as they were
going to get.
·
After addmg another to the score
to make it' 5-3, Berg took over the
ving for UOP. She rallied for eight
points, two of the eight aces, and
Pacific led 1 3-3.
USC scored one more before a
McDonald block made it match
point, 1 4-4.
UOP server Ann Connolly �hen
launched a ball down the side hne.
The USC players elected to let the
ball drop in hope of it landing out of
bounds. But' the ball landed within
the boundaries for an ace and the No.
2 UOP Tigers had defeated the No. I
USC Trojans.
UOP made it to the finals of the
Wendy's Classic by defeating the N o .
3 ranked UCLA Bruins on Saturday.
The Tigers clearly dominated the
Bruins as they shut out UCLA 3-0.
The scores of the contests were 1 5-7,
1 5-8 and 1 5-9.
USC advanced to the finals ,
blowing away the No. 1 0 ranked
Stanford Cardinals in three straight,
1 5-4, 1 5-3 and 1 5-3, also on Saturday.
Stanford contested UCLA in the
consolation match· Sunday but came
up dry 3-2. The scores in UCLA's
favor were I 5-6, 8- 1 5, 1 5-8, 1 1 - 1 5
and I 5- 1 0.
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Ti g e r n o . 2 ra l l i es fo r
By Joe Carozzi
Staff Writer

Tiger no.2 rall ied for 3 runs in
the top of th e seventh inning to defeat
Tige no.3 and win the winter league
tile.

r

junior second baseman Rob Br

zenzski's base hit to left field knocked
in freshman Jhy Ilines to put Tiger
Senior shortstop
no.2 in the lead.
Stm V oi g h t followed with a 2-run
$ingle to i nsure the victory.
made a slight
Tige r no.3
comeback in their half of the inning
as sophomore outfielder Dave Derby
drilled a run scorin� double to left
cente r with no outs. The rally died
there however. as Tiger no. 3 could
manage no further hits.
Voight led the hitting attack for
Tige no.2 as he pounded out 3 hits

r

dnd 3 RBI's incl uclinf!: a first inning
home run. Freshman catcher Pete
Pappas and sophomor£' catcher Bob
Wayland con t r i b u ted 2 hits each.
Sophomore pitcher Ron DuHammel
pitched 7 strong innings for the victorv .
. The second game, although it
was an ti-cl i mact i c, was won 4-3 by
Tiger no.3. junior Paul V akay and
St>nior Brett Watson combin ed pit
h ing for the \ ictory. J un ior G reg
Unger suffer£'d his first winter loss in
two years as
he gave up 4 unearned
runs in 7 innings
of work. Voight
rapped out 2 h i ts for the losers.
Tiger no.2 finished the league
�it h a 1 6-4
record while Tiger no.3
lmtshed in second plac at 1 4-6.
e
Tiger no. I completed their win
l�r p l ay with two victories over the
Tracy A nge ls.
na
Ti
nd
s.
The First game was won 6- 1 as
Oak
an d
homore Stev e Riach and sem. or
P
fc no
a
0
hilS
a
1 0 \\
h· \e H off meister combined for a 3
ru ts in
1 1ffl 1
r
11· I I strike
n
-out perfor mance.
o •1 d f r
�
1
·til
J� nio r catcher M ike Dutra_ led
th
a r h m i gJ a ha r11 • W:, f
f
r
e h it pa r
10
ade as he went 3-4 wtth a
r rnoothS f
le
e
o
5orn 0
� ple and 3 R B l' s.
Junior Steve
1
the cuth :
reen , seni or Reggie Marsh, a �d
u¢<1 f
I l
I r cover r.... as st rtJC�11rt' 10Phomores Nate Caditan and E n c
Ca rnc r
IO
h at 1' ...... rs1n
eac h had 2 hits ·
nj t tr l t1 t m elfl ll'- kJ1e
·
s0Phomore
c ra tg
·
ll
·
shortstop
a s
e
• c1 \
d
C
n
a
l
ck
l
r
l went 3-3 with 2 RBI 's in the
"'·llh a p �o 11 teJll Jl
setond game as Tiger no. l won 1 4-9.
"h ICV�d
whO
1 un io r R
••
T n S er toe•
ob Cambera Dutra , Marsh,
·
h
an c
•
1
n
a
l d arner chi pped in 2 hits aptece.
u ed
t r< ,
t
rr,·c
l
no . I finished in third place
\li h()
Wirhr
II
rJl
a 1 2-8 reco rd .
w
t
b n Uop baseball teams had a com( I s t il� t�he Jll or
i ed
a
t tl fo r td
. record of 42- 1 8 in winter play .
, lvO��ohgl raflk �tth �ight of the losses comin g from
h
ef
PP0smg T iger teams. Aga inst outh g ) )le �
h alld 1 th:J t ) i
l
h
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intromuf1
By John Rawson
Staff Writer

Volleyball has almost run its full
course, with a number of playoff
spots already clinched. For a com
plete list of playoff teams, check the
intramural board in the gym. A full
list of teams.. dates, and times of
games will be posted today.
As of this writing, the A league
division has been wrapped up. Ring
around Uranus clinched the title with
an 8-0 record as of Tuesday night.
The team will try to finish out the
season with a perfect record, and
then will go on to represent UOP at
the Coors Intramural Festival next
Spring .
In the Intermediate leagues, all
playoff sports have �n dete_rmined.
In division I, Athletes m Achon won
first place, with the Flying Lizards
getting second. In d_ivision I I , the
.
Killers finished fmt wtth a perfect 60 record, and Yoda and the Jedis
finished in second with a 4-2 mark. In

the playoffs, Athletes in Action will
face Yoda and the Jedis, with the
Killers facing the Lizards.
Novice teams had to wait until
the last day of the season to determine
who the finalists would be. As of
Tuesday, the Poi Dogs, the Lem
mings, and Bump, Set, and Spike had
all clinched spots.
Our next event is this- Sunday,
with Co-Ree Bowling taking place at
West Lane Bowl . You must have
your entries in by 1 2 noon today, _so
hurry in. Entry fee is $3.55 per mdividual.
After the Turkey breal<, we will
be hosting a Co-Ree Bask�tba l tour
nament on Dec. 5 and 6. Teams will
consist of 8 player teams, with two
men and three women playing on th
cm.irt. Entry fees are $2.00 per team,
and are due on Thursday, Dec. 4 by 5
p.m. Play will begin on Friday, Dec.
5 at 7 :00 p.m. If needed, we will pla
on Sat., Dec. 6, beginning at 9:0
a.m.
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second with 2 homers.
Unger and junior Rob Schilling
were the outstanding pitchers in the
league. Unger finished at 7- 1 with a
0.44 ERA. He struck out 40 batters
and walked only 5 in 4 1 innings of
pitching. Schilling was 6-0 with a
He led the staff in
1 .28 ERA.
strikeouts with 6 1 in 49 innings of
work.
Overall, UOP teams had a com
bined team batting average of .3 1 9
and a staff ERA of 2.92.

REC YCLE

your once-read books to be wed again
Trade 2 for 1 or sell for cash.
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Senior Kim McDonald demonstrates style that · earned her
MVP in Wendy's Classic.
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l ea g u e tit l e

Raust followed close behind at .439
and .438 respectively. Senior out
fielder Mike Jackson led the teams in
home runs with 3 and was tied for
second in RBI's with Dutra at 1 6.
Voight led with 1 9 RBI' s and finished

side competition, UOP teams were
34- 1 0, a . 7 7 3 winning percentage.
Green was the leading hitter for
UOP teams batting · at a .448 clip.
Freshman first baseman Jeff Town
send and sophomore catcher · Brian

·

W1�
·

w i nte r

In NorCal Conference achon, the
Tigers clinc�ing of first place with
wins over San Jose State last
Thursday and UC Berkeley Tuesday,
were overshadowed by their victory
. over USC. Both games were played
in the UOP gymnasium.
Scores of Thursday night's match
in San Francisco between UOP and
USF were unavailabel at press time.
The two conference victories !ifted UOP's NorCal Conference record
·
to 1 1 -0, 38-5 overall. If the T1gers
defeated the winless University of San
Francisco Thursday night, it will be
the second year they have gone undefeated in NorCa I.
UOP will now head into postseason action next Friday and Saturday at �he Western Regionals at tJ-te
University of Sant� C�ra·.
Play will commence Friday
morning at 9 o'clock and continue
through the weekend with the finals
set for Saturday at 8 p.m.
Single day admi.ssion for the
Regionals is $2 for adults and $ 1 for
students and children. A two-day
pass for the entire tourney can also be
purchased at a cost of $ 3 for adults
and $ 1 .50 for students and children .
Liskevych cautiously predicted
the Tigers finishing in one of the top
four spots in Regionals. According to
Liskevych, the Regionals is the best
tournament in the nation because the
top eight teams in the country will be
vying for five spots to go to the
National Championships.
The Nationals are scheduled for
Dec. I O, I I , 1 2 and I 3 at UC Santa
Barbara. The championship match
will be played on Saturday the 1 3th
and that's Liskevych's goal-a national
championship.
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It's a beautiful day. The sun is shining
through the clouds and you decide that it's a
perfect day to blow off class. But as you walk
through the parking lot of WPC you' re '
terrified as you're almost run down by a
silent, electric cart . You've become a victim
of one of Mai ntenance's favorite ·games. It's
cal led " How close can you get to the students

k

without actually hitting them. "
Just to see exactly how much time this
non-productive event wastes, I decided tot
follow one of these little carts around for a
day, Baretta-sty le. I followed one guy around
for three hours . He NEVER got out of that

cart!
All he did was drive from one place to
another and then back again. Of course he
looked as if he had a purpose, but he didn't
actually accomplish a damn thing. Boy,
would I love a job like that.
Besides driving around and terrorizing
students, Ma intenance has other little tricks
they use to annoy us. The most effective of

these is what I call "the Big Blow."
Some clown straps a gasoline engine to
his back, starts it up, blows leaves off the
o;idewalk, and then walks around the quads,
mak ing more noise than all the stereos in
Price House blasting at the same time. The

...
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Maintenance Death Race - Columnist Rau sch put 7 0 points on this driver's scorec

clincher is that he usually starts this game at
7: 00 a.m.
Don't bother yelling at him. He can't
hear you. The only way to deal with the guy
is with a slingshot (bel ieve me - that does
work) .

The most ridicu lous game that Main
tenance ever played was called "Turn the
pool black . " An inside source (who asked not
to be named because he was afraid that they
would take his electric cart away) told me

�� [J)llJ� �� � ���iJ����
Dave Martin; Grad.; C.O.P.:
Fred Clipton, he's the author of
the book "Mung Dwick." It's a
really funny book, �o I admire him
for it. He works on campus. You
don't know Fred Clipton? The �orld
should know Fred Clipton! So go buy
the "Mung Dwick" book.

Soph.; C.O.P.:
I'd have to say my roommate,
just for being able to put up with me.
He's got a lot of patience.
Scott Rurik;

would be foolish to pay the slight ad
ditional expenses when they are not
-----significantly helping us reach some
(as well as careers in Mu�ic
(From page 1 )
educational goal.
Management
Medicinal
and
mon· time is netTssary to arrive at a
Although it is the belief of the
chemistry).
decision.
Commission on the Future that a
(3) Hand claims that "an inap
The Committee on the Future is
unified calendar will result in a more
and . economical and efficient operation of
narrowness
recommending unification on the propriate
-professional emphasis in curriculum
hasb of three major reasons:
the dormitories, food service, and
( I ) To provide a maximum op exists as a result of the present calen physical plant of the University,
portunity for cross-registration be dar which is contrary to the univer
Hand emphasized that the recom
tween the various sectors of UOP sity's broad-based educational goals.
mendation to unify is made prin
Hand further stated that the
(such as the Pharmacy, Engineering,
cipally upon academic grounds.
and Business Schools, to name a few), motive for unification is not based on
Furthermore, the connection
"a practice," says Hand, "the present university cost considerations such as
made between UOP's accreditation
calendar inhibits."
energy, housing, and food service,
and calendar unification has been
(2) Through a unified calendar, even though he admits there are
somewhat confused.
the students. would be able t draw "some slight savings" to be gained
"We need to give serious thought
upon the resources of more than one with the adoption of a unified calen
to the (current) 1 3-week semester; our
school, providing a "supportive at dar.
faculty is spending a little less time
mosphere to explore," and enabl ing
"The present calendar is hin
with students than they did for
the creation of "socially-useful" roles dering us," Hand stated, "and it
merly'-'there is a great relationship
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Dean Oscar Jarvis supports the unification �f the
academic calendars, stating that "a unified calendar
provides more options for the student and better
coopera lion among schools.
"The question is," Jarvis continued, "out of all those
calendars, which one or derivation thereof, will permit
the university to go to a unified calendar, while keeping
in mind the best inten•sts of the students."
"Number one in importance is allowing student
crossover," he added, saying "there is already a good
deal of crossover between the School of Education and
the Conservatory of Music."
Covell Dean sees need for unification,
Elbert Covell College, with approximately 1 30
students, is presently on the 4- 1 -4 calendar.
According to Dean Gaylon Caldwell , the Covell
faculty voted in preferrance of the 4- 1 -4 calendar.
Caldwell has also talked with many of the Covelianos,
and student opinion within the college seems to favor the
4- 1 -4 calendar.
Caldwell said that he sees the need for unification,
but is not sure if it can be done.
If the calendar is unified, he added, Covell can adjust
its calendar easily, but he is not sure how easy it would be
for the other schools to make the adjustment.
Said Caldwell, "Winter :rerm is a very valuable ex
perience for students, because courses are offered during .
that time that cannot be offered during the regular
semester."
Regarding crossover, Ca�dwell said, "Relatively few
Covelianos take classes in a school with a different calen
dar,"· and he has never received any complaints in this
a rea.
Even if the calendar is unified, he feels that the
amount of crossover students into and out of Covell will

remain unchanged.

Conservatory Dean wants crossover through unification

The Conservatory of Music, presently on the early
semester academic calendar, has a student enrollment of
200.
Carl Nosse, Dean of the Conservatory, said "It is
essential for this university to be unified."
"A unified calendar," he continued," would allow
for the opportunity of student crossover, not only bet
ween departments, but between schools as well.
"At present time it is very difficult to take classes in
the conservatory if you are not a student there," Nosse
said.
"Classes for the fall semester start one week before
the other schools
in, and in the spring, classes begin in
the middle of Jan ary, when most students are in the
middle of their Winter Term class," he stated. "Because
of this conflict, it is difficult for students outside the con
servatory to arrange there class schedule.
"Of all the academic calendars proposed, the faculty
and I have agreed on supporting the early semester
calendar, even though the vote was not unanimous," said
Nosse. He added that the conservatory could probably
adopt to any schedule, though it would not be easy.
"The present calendar system we are currently using
the mixed calendar, impedes the �rossover opportunity . :
said Nosse, adding, "this does not lead to the b�t
academic usage by the students."
Concluding, he said "the opportunity should
there
if the students want to take advantage of it. "
(Editor's note: though contacted by the Pacifican the
Dean of the School of Busine&! declined to comm�t
on
calendar unification. The Deans of the Engineering
and
Pharmacy schools were unavailable for intervi ews
by
Paciflcan press time)
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Jeff Strehlow
Alex McPh erson ; Jr.; School of Bw.:
Personally, I admire myself,
becau se I do that fabulo us column
every week, but this week, because of
t i me constra ints and the editor was
about to fire us, I couldn' t do it. I
think it's a great column, please read
it.

Jess Bragg; Sr.; School of Bu�iness:

I admire Jess Marks a lot, he
does a good JOb of organizing the
R.A.'s. Alsv l admire Dr. Paul Tat
sch, because I'm flunking his class
and I hope he'll rpake it so I don't
have to come back here another
semester. Oh, yeah, I admi re AI
Warren too, because he's buying a lot
of ads for the Pacifican and making
me money.

Darrel Nix; Jr.; C.O.P.:
Father Silva, he's a really nict
guy, he's a lways got a k ind word !01
everybody, and he's a pretty happy
person.
·

between learning and feedback, and
when the amount of time the faculty
can spend with students is limited,
there has to be some loss in terms of
feedback.
"Not an unappropriate question
to think about to strengthen our
educational
programs,
but
ac
creditation is not primary motive,"
Hand said.
"There have been no ac
creditation problems with Winter
Term, but we do have different
established standards by which to
evaluate colleges since it was
established in 1 97 1 . "
When asked about the effec
tiveness of ASUOP Board of Super
visors helping determine policy,
Hand responded that he thought they
were a fairly o�n-minded group of
individuals.
'The age of con
frontation is largely past, and there
exists a spirit to work together."
In response to the vast popularity
of Winter Term and how he would
represent the students: opinions on
this matter, Hand stated, "We have
an educational mission; I would
weigh the preference of Winter Term
in terms of the way it fits with stated
educational objectives.
"It is not merely preference
which is important here, but how it
contr ibutes to the education of the
student-this is the heart of the issue."
Basically, Hand does not see the
present controversy as a question of
whether UOP should or should not
<�dopt a unified calendar; he feels the
relevant question students should be
considering is what form of unified
cale�dar should UOP adopt?
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C hin ese

C.O .P. fac u lty en do rse s 4- 1 ·
�n survey, meeti ng

By Mary Peppers
Staff Writer

The 4- 1 -4 academ ic calenda r
received a strong endorsement
from the C.O.P. faculty at a
meeting Nov 1 8 .
The group met t o discus s
responses to a recent C.O.P .
facult y survey ·conce rning the issue
of calend ar unific ation.
Also
discussed was a surve y on the same
topic given to stude nts by the
ASU OP Acad emic Affa irs offic e.
Amo ng the seven alte rnat ive
schedules considered in the surv ey
incl udin g the 4- l -4, earl y semeste '
r
trad ition al
semester,
qua rte;
systeq1, trimester and the 4.4_
1
the 4- 1 -4 cale nda r was the
cho ic�
for the ma jori ty of the
C.O .P.
facu lty and dep artm ent s.
Eig hteen dep artm ent s term
ed
th� present cal end ar "de
sira ble ,"
Wit h
nly
two
dep art me nts
. �
ran km g 1t lower .
Ad van tages of the
4_ 1 _4
cal end ar cited at the
me etin g in
clu de d; ( l ) students lik
e it, (2) the
cha�ge of pac e is des
ira ble , (3) a
�anety of educational experienc
es
�s possib le, and (4) good flexib ility
IS
offered
to
de pa rtmen t a I
p rogra!Jls.

Lan gu age

an d

St udies
Accept ing applicat ion's
for all quarters

Unifed
calend r
on ca

Anita Evenson; Jr.; C.O.P.:
Dean Duns, because he is very
smart and he helps all the students.
He always helps me motivate to do
better in school, and he's always
there to help students.
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* Ex te ns ive co ur se

Anothe r aspect of the 4·1-l
schedule d iscussed was the fat!
that several departments ha11
develop ed Winter Term classt!
which they feel a re " successful and
i mpor tant
their
parts "
of
prog rams.
General conseJl$111
was formed that if W inter Tertii
was dropped , adaptin g thelf
classes to other schedu les woufd bt
diffi cult.
C . O .P. Council Cha innall
Larry .,Spreer said that the suntl
displayed " a clear mandate for tbl
4- 1 -4 . " He later stated, "Someolll
damn well better listen to us."
When questi oned about tiJe!r
stan ces on the unified calendar
issue, facult y spokespersons for tbt
Schoo l of Business and Public M
m i nist ratio n, Schoo l of Ed ucation.
and Schoo l of Eng ineering repli6l
that no decisio n had yet �
rea ched .
Unav ai lable to the Pacifjclll
were the posi tions of the School �
Pha rm a cy a nd Conserv ato ry �
M usi c .
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